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gaining positive perspective in times of crisis



I was going to be talking to you about human experience, experience economy and 
experience management

I still am … 



a human centered perspective

SAP and Stanford University - a commitment to design thinking



this is so much more than a virus



human ecologies — connections

we have always lived with other species, and in communities that include things

for better, for worse 



is this a “new normal”?

social distancing, control and regulation of movement and gathering



this is human experience

what we are experiencing is not new



what many of us are experiencing for the first time is 
the normal in human history

the limitations of short-term thinking
the irony of human centered design - the human experience is so much more than a 

person’s lifespan and memories



navigating complexity and uncertainty
insecurity and who to trust

what many of us are experiencing for the first time is the normal in human history



three ancient stories of epidemic

Oedipus — thought he knew best and had the answers

Agamemnon, Apollo and Achilles — autocrats, arrogance and matters of who is in charge

Pericles — 5th century Classical Athens — matters of leadership and the people



reframe — it’s not about a virus

a key tactic in design thinking



the challenges are about people and our capacity to 
make a difference, to act, to know, to assert agency and 

build better futures 

epic-demic = upon the people

pan-demic = all the people



human experience — long-term insights

security/insecurity and perceiving/assessing risk

finding trustworthy information and people

establishing effective collaboration (families, networks, corporations, states)

mobility and reach, migrations and territories, local/global scaling 



what can we do?
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a story about crisis and design thinking from antiquity

design thinking as pragmatics and project management



pirates in the ancient Mediterranean — beyond the reach of the state (they even hassled Neptune)



Teuta — pirate queen of ancient Illyria



pirates captured and ransomed Julius Caesar



ancient states found it impossible to deal with pirates

hierarchies versus heterarchies

states versus insurgents



how did Caesar’s rival, Pompey the Great, tackle the pirates?



Pompey created a team of teams

Pompey combined his extensive personal network of client connections (heterarchy) with 
the resources of the Roman military (hierarchy)





leaders and teams — collaboration and cocreation 





the characters of leadership and membership are a key 
aspect of design thinking

cultures of hierarchy and heterarchy — how we communicate and get on together



navigating complexity and uncertainty/ambiguity

collaboration
trust

security

capacities to learn and adapt in complex scenarios — and act



what are the lessons?

reframe — it’s not about a virus



humility — all courses of action are local and provisional

lesson in design thinking #1



research counts — and it’s not just about numbers

lesson in design thinking #2



complexity and the failure of traditional management

lesson in design thinking #3



iterative exploration and constant learning

lesson in design thinking #4



the limitations of a problem-solution mindset

lesson in design thinking #4.1

problem solutionengineer

explore
play

experiment
reframe iterate



infrastructuring = building capacity to explore and adapt

lesson in design thinking #5



what can we do?

foreground human experience — trust and security

 build up research foundations, internally and through alliances

connect leadership and infrastructuring

make every corporation and organization a learning community

embrace open iterative pragmatic creativity =  design thinking



what can we do with social distancing?

action oriented design thinking mindset

don’t plan — train for more uncertainty/ambiguity

build infrastructures for creative adaptive learning

accept the design thinking combination of iterative cycles, divergent and convergent, local 
and distributed, solo and shared

Shakespeare wrote some of his best work in quarantine!



what can we do?

an example from my world

Stanford has many years of successful cooperation with SAP,  SAP customers, etc. 

Hasso Plattner has supported design thinking at Stanford.

The JANUS Initiative pursues next generation design thinking, combining hindsight with foresight with business archaeology in a research-
based network across universities, corporations and communities.  Its tool kits for executive leadership, middle level professionals and 

young, next-generation leaders, are aimed at needs outlined in my talk. 

SAP University Alliances Program, specifically SAP-Stanford Industry Liaison aims to bring more cooperation in education and research as 
part of JANUS initiative.   

We look forward to welcoming Russian partners in our initiative!

janus.stanford.edu


